A river swallowed a lake. An iron bridge swerved and hooked the sky. The names of streets scattered.
I bit into a wooden rail. Water rose to where I stood. A strangulated swamp and gold and granite. Books.
I carried a small body in my teeth.
Claim nothing as your own. Not curvature. Nor comfort. Nor sleep.
I wanted fracture. I wanted fleeting. I wanted feign. The city bore into bone. The wound opened onto sound. The sound echoed and echoed into the small body and cringing hands and settled on a stone step and I said nothing. "Nothing." Wept.
Inside memory is little worth keeping. Match sticks. Some loose change. And the frayed edges of your city. Frayed because of memory. I am trying not to touch it too often, nor imagine it too fiercely.
Inside memory is the failure of memory. I go there and come upon my arrogance at wanting the thing that language won't offer. What your language says as distinctly as mine. What is wanting. What is reach. Language does not beckon. It scoffs. Inside your city with its vengeful rivers and wrought bridges. When it says "I love" it knocks holes into the riverbed. We will drown in the city and we will take our languages with us.
7tvo parts: touch to affliction -1 15 Desire is not a measure for speaking. One man leans into another man and this man catches the first in a quiet embrace. The street sounds dissipate. The smoke stacks cough rings into the city. The rail lines buckle and break.
I am that man and I am both leaning and not leaning.
The city is this city.
The train is late.
I wait for the tall light to amber. I listen to the feather weight of fall. I reach into the bone collapse of grief. And the stranger reache for me.
My eyes move from the man's mouth to the orange sky.
The city catches fire.
And we are in it.
Not Paris I want to know: What part of you remains inconsolable?
If these are letters to myself, the names beside them are thin screens of hope. Perhaps. The tear is visible.
What part of fear is not attached to a name? What part of a name does not beckon exile? What part of exile does not disavow living?
A city's worth is a consequence of its bookshops and architecture. And its capacity to withstand suffering.
Our cities are well worn and there is beauty showing through. Their languages are sooty and they are delirious with crumbling.
On the name of each city is a layer of dust. Underneath the dust is nothing much.
Is the dust what we came for?
For begins the words forgotten and forlorn. It is possible to mount a history of a place on the inconsistent edges of letters. Our history, if there is such a thing as a shared history, might slide into the crook of an "r" and remain wedged there for a time.
There is little to say in answer to that. Nonetheless I will say this: I am entering into an old alphabet with no words. I may emerge with fewer still.
Two parts: touch to affliction . 1 19 ~ These months I have walked through three cities. Each city had its rivers for drowning and lovers stood at their edges. I was none of these lovers and in each city I touched the thing that needed breaking most.
First came the jolt of recognition. Then the shame that comes with knowing.
Out loud I spoke words of one language and then of another.
Two hands covered my mouth and a body rose from water. I reached for it and fell.
On my knees the earth was quiet and the wind blew over me. This is what your language will not give me.
The thing that is breaking. The thing that is known.
